
 
***New to 2017- Highlight videos in 4K and 8K resolution with real motion picture cinema cameras*** 
Please ask about engagement films! 
 
Ceremony Only – $1000 
 

This is a simple package which includes the standard multi-camera recording of the wedding 
ceremony and a combination of up to ten (10) DVDs or Blu-rays of the event with custom-designed 
disc and jacket art, or a customized flash drive. Perfect for those looking to cut costs but still receive 
pristine audio and a full HD or 4K image from 3 or more camera angles. 
 
Highlights Only – $2000 
 

The increasingly popular highlight video shows all the greatest moments from your wedding 
day, from getting ready in the salon, to walking down the aisle, to the clinking of glasses during the 
reception! Every couple has a different story, so every highlight video is expertly crafted and unique. 
This is an excellent choice for sharing on social media, so people that weren’t able to attend can feel 
like they were almost there. New to 2017 are highlights shot with 8k UHD Motion Picture Cinema 
cameras for the best possible image quality available anywhere! Included in the package is music 
individually licensed for the video and the standard 10 DVDs or Blu-rays or a customized flash drive. 
See examples here. 
 
Highlights and Ceremony – $2500 
 

This package includes both the multi-camera production of the ceremony along with the 
highlights, both described above. For this low price, you will receive both the high quality 1080p 
recording of the ceremony and the specially crafted 4K/8K UHD highlight video for sharing on social 
media. The standard 10 DVDs, Blu-rays, or flash drive contain all the videos for close friends and family, 
while the highlight video will be able to be viewed and shared online. Reception footage can be 
limited but will include snapshots all of the important moments such as the cutting of the cake and 
the first dance. This is a great deal for those looking to re-live the day and have a special video to share 
with friends. 
 
The Premium Package – $3000 
 

This package includes everything, from the multi-camera ceremony to the unique highlight 
video and full reception coverage if you wish. This package allows me to hire a second videographer 
to make sure all the moments of the day are captured for you to re-experience later. The standard 10 
Blu-rays or flash drives are included, along with the custom-designed disc or drive. The main 
difference between this and the Highlights & Ceremony package is the addition of a reception video 
and more coverage. This package insures that we can provide the best quality video for you to keep 
forever! 
Prices are sure to rise in the future. Call to book and lock in these rates on my contact page at 
http://josiahduncan.com/contact/ 


